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Deflnition 2.1 $(M, \pi)$ Poisson manifold
(i) $M$
(ii) $\pi\in$ I(A2TM)
(iii) $[\pi, \pi]_{S}=$ 0
Tffl . $[, ]$ s Schouten bmcke $\pi$ Poisson bracket 8 $\{f, g\}=$
$\pi(ff\wedge dg)$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ (iii) $\{$ . $\}$ Jacobi $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ [ $\pi$ Poisson structure \iota ‘ Poisson bivector
$=\Lambda^{ij}\partial:\wedge$ , d 2-form $w$ symplectic structure
symplectic form $(M, \omega)$ symplectic manifold
Definition 2.2 Poisson $(M, \pi)$ star prduct $C^{\infty}(M)$
$\nu$ $C^{\infty}(M)\mathrm{I}\nu]]$
$f*_{g}=fg+\nu\pi_{1}(f,g)+\cdots+\nu^{n}\pi$,(f, $g$) $+ \cdots’(\forall f,g\in C^{\infty}(M)[[\nu\prod),$
$\mathit{1}$ . $*$
2. $\pi_{1}(f,g)=\nabla^{1}2\overline{-1}$ { $f$,g}
S. $\pi_{n}$ R[[\mbox{\boldmath $\nu$}]].
$(C”(M)[[\nu]], *)$ Poisson manifold $(M$, {, } $)$ (form $al$ defVrmation quan-
tization) star algebra (d.[BFFLS])
Example(Moyal product) $\mathbb{R}^{2\mathfrak{n}}$
symplectic structure $\omega^{0}=\omega_{jj}^{0}d$z: $\otimes dz^{\mathrm{j}}$ $((\omega j\mathrm{j})=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 1_{\hslash}-1_{n} 0\end{array}\})$ Poisson
structure $\partial_{z}:\Lambda_{0}^{-j}\partial$.j Poisson bracket
$f(z)*_{M}g(z)$ $=$ $f(z) \exp[\frac{\nu}{2}\partial_{l}:\Lambda_{0}^{ij}\partial.t_{\mathrm{j}]g(z’)1_{z’=z}}$
$=$ $\sum_{\alpha\beta}\frac{(\nu/2)^{|\text{ }|+|\beta|}}{\alpha!\beta!}\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}f\partial_{x}^{\beta}(-\partial_{y})^{a}g$
Moyal $\mathbb{R}^{2\mathfrak{n}}$ (
) $z=(z^{1}$ , $\cdot$ . . , $z^{2n})=$ ($x^{1},$ $\cdots,$ $x$n, $y^{1},$ $\cdots,$ $y^{n}$ ) .
Symplectic manifold (cf. [DL], [OMY]’Fl])
Theorem 2.3 $\forall$ symplec$tic$ manifold $(M, \omega),$ $\exists*\cdot pr$oduct $s.t$ . (C“ $(M)[[\nu]],$ $*$ ) . Symplectic manifold(M, $\omega$)
( )
“ $’.0$ ”









{Poinear\’e-Cartan class on $M$}
$\mathrm{t}$ (1)
$H(M, \mathbb{R}\dagger[[\nu^{2}]])$
{contact Weyl $man|.fold$} $/\sim$
2.2 Fedosov




Weyl algebra bundle ( base manifold (
) )
$(M, \omega)$ symplectic manifold
1. $W_{M}:=(T^{*}M)\otimes \mathbb{R}[[\nu]]$ , ${ }$ $dz^{k}$ $Z^{h}$
2. $a$ (z, $Z,$ $\nu$), $b$ (z, $Z,$ $\nu$) $\in W_{M}$ (z base manifold )
$a(z, Z, \nu)*_{M}b(z, Z,\nu)=a(z, Z, \nu)\exp[\frac{\nu}{2}\partial_{Z}:\Lambda^{ij}\partial_{Z^{j}}l]b(z, Z’, \nu)|$z’ $z$
fiberwise Moyml
$*\wedge$ R\’echet
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\epsilon \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}$ mlgebra tensor product $W_{M}\otimes\Lambda_{M}$ $=\mathbb{R}[[\nu]]\otimes\Lambda_{M}^{\mathrm{e}\nu}$
Deflnition 2.6 $a=\nu^{l}Zadz^{\beta}\in\Gamma(W_{M}\otimes\Lambda_{M})$
$a0$ $=$ $a(z, Z,dz,\nu)|z.0$ , $a00=a(z, Z, dz, \nu)|z\Rightarrow 0,dz=0$ , (2)
$\sigma$(a) $=$ $a0=a\mathit{0}0(a\in\Gamma(W_{M})))$ , (3)
$\delta$a $=$ $dz^{k} \wedge\frac{\partial a}{\partial Z^{k}},$ $\delta^{-1}a=\{$
$|\overline{\alpha}\neg+\neg\beta k1Z^{k}\iota_{\partial_{*}}$ , $(|\mathrm{r}|+|\mathrm{s}|\neq 0)$ ,
0 $(|\alpha|+|\beta|=0)$ , (4)
$W\ell-deg(a)$ $=$ $|\alpha$ l $+|\beta|+2l$ . (5)
Proposition 2.7 1. $\delta$ $\delta^{-1}$ Darboux coordinate [ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}$
2. Hodge $a=\delta\delta^{-1}a+\delta^{-1}\delta a+a\mathit{0}\mathit{0}$.
S. $\delta a=-\frac{1}{\nu}[\omega_{1j}.Z:dz^{j},a]$ ,
Fedosov connection
$\nabla$ : symplectic connection (6)
$\nabla^{F}$
$=$ $\nabla-\delta+\frac{1}{\nu}[\gamma$, .$]$ (7)
$=$ $d+[ \frac{1}{2\nu}\sum \mathrm{p}_{:jh}z^{i}z^{j}dz^{k}, .]+[\frac{1}{\nu}\omega_{i\mathrm{j}}Z^{:}d\dot{\mathscr{S}}, .]+[\frac{1}{\nu}\gamma, .]$.
\gamma \in r(wM\otimes AM) $(\nabla^{F})^{2}=0$ $\gamma$
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Theorem 2.8 ([F1-2]) $r$ T
$deg\gamma\geq 2,$ $\delta^{-1}\gamma=0$ . (8)
Proof $\Omega$
$( \nabla^{F})^{2}a=\frac{1}{\nu}[\Omega, a]$ . (9)




$R \text{ }=\frac{1}{4}\sum Ri\mathrm{j}kl$zizj $dz_{k}dz\iota$ $l^{\backslash }f_{\llcorner}^{\vee}$ Hdge
$\gamma=\delta^{-1}\delta\gamma+\delta\delta^{-1}\gamma+\gamma_{0}$0
$\delta^{-1}\gamma=0$ $\gamma 00=0$ (\gamma :1--form)
$\gamma=\delta^{-1}\delta\gamma$ (12)
(11) $\delta^{-1}$ (12)
$\gamma=\delta^{-1}\delta\gamma=\delta^{-1}\nabla\gamma+\delta^{-1}\ +\delta^{-}1$ $\frac{-1}{\nu}\gamma_{*}^{2}$ . (13)
$deg\gamma$ \geq 2 $\frac{1}{\nu}$ [\gamma , ] $\iota$ $\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}$ $\delta^{-1}$
$\gamma$
























2. $($ \nabla $p)^{2}=0$
$\sigma$ : $W_{\nabla^{F}}1-1rightarrow C^{\infty}(M)[[\nu]]$ . (19)
3.
$a*_{F}b=\sigma(\sigma^{-1}(a)*\sigma^{-1}(b))$ , (20)
$*p$ $C^{\infty}(M)[[\nu]]$ star produd
2.




$\sigma$ : $W_{\nabla^{F}}arrow C^{\infty}(M)[[\nu]]$ $\mathbb{C}[[\nu]]$ - $\tau=\sigma-1$
: $f\in C^{\infty}$ (M) $\tau(f)$
$\tau(f)0=f$ ,
$\tau$(f) $s+1$ $= \delta^{-1}(\nabla^{S}r_{*}+1\sum\nu;;;ad(r_{t+2})\tau(f)_{*-t})$. (21)
[ $f*g=\sigma(\tau(f)*\sigma(g))$ star-pmdud









Fa\tilde $=0$ $\nabla^{F}$ $(\nabla^{F})^{2}\in$
$(\nabla^{F})^{2}\tilde{a}=0$ (24)
$\delta \mathrm{v}_{\overline{a}}^{F}(\begin{array}{l}24=\end{array})(\nabla^{F}+\delta)\nabla^{F}\tilde{a}$. (25)










$GL$(W) $\mathrm{H}^{2}$ ( $M,$ $GL$ (W)) stadc ( )
2 Cech $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}0\alpha$ $\mathrm{R}[[\hslash]]$
, Weyl $\check{\mathrm{H}}^{2}$ (M, R[ ]) stack
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prequantum bundle




3.1 Stacks, vectorial gerbes and twisted quantum gerbes
stack ([Br], [Hi], [Mu])
Deflnition 3.1 $M$ $S$ $M$ sheaf of cat o $ry$ $U\succ*S$(U) (
$U$ $M$ $S$ (U) category)
1. (gluing con tions for objects) $Uarrow V$ ru.v : $S(V)arrow S$(U)
$ruv\circ rvw=ruw$ $M$ $U$ $(U_{i})_{i\epsilon I}$ $i$ $x:\in S(U.\cdot)$
g.$\cdot$j : $ru_{:\mathrm{j}}u_{\mathrm{j}}(x\mathrm{j})arrow r_{U_{j:},U}:\mathrm{t}^{x}:)$ $\mathit{9}\cdot.jgih=g_{1k}$. $x\in S$ (U)
$r_{U:}\tau J(x)=x$ :
2. (gluing conditions for m\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}rphism\rightarrow $P_{\text{ }}Q\in S$ (M) $Uarrow Hom$ ($rUM($P), $r\sigma u(Q)$ )
she4
1. $(U_{i})|.\epsilon t$ $i$ $S$ (Uj)
2. $U$ $M$ $x,$ $y\in S$(U) $U$ $(U_{1}.)$ $ru:u$ (x)
$ru:u$ (y)
S. $S$ (U) sheafA $S(U)$ $x$ $Hom$ (x, $x$ ) $\underline{\simeq}$
$A$(U) $A$ band
stack
band sheaf $H$ $l^{\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}}$ ( ) $H$ 2
$\overline{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$-cohomology $M$ $u=\{U:\rangle$ $.\cdot\epsilon I$
$\pi$ : $Y$ $:=y^{[0]}=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}^{U_{1}}\cdotarrow M$ (projection), (28)
$Y^{[p]}:=$ { $(y_{0},$ $y_{1\prime}\cdots,$ $y_{\mathrm{p}})|\pi(y\mathrm{o})=\pi(y1)=...=\pi$(y$\mathrm{p}$ )}, (29)
$\pi$i:
$Y^{[\mathrm{p}]}arrow Y^{[p-1]}$ ; omit the $\mathrm{i}$-th argument (30)
$\delta:=\sum^{\mathrm{p}}(-1)^{i}\pi_{i}^{*}\Lambda^{q}(Y^{[\mathrm{p}]})arrow\Lambda^{q}(Y^{[\mathrm{p}+1]})$ (31)
$i=0$
Deflnition 3.2 $g=$ $(Y, P, s)$ $M$ (H-)gerbe
1. $\pi$
2. $Parrow Y^{[}$1] $H$
S. $s$ : $Y^{[2]}arrow\delta P$ ( )
4. $\delta s=1$
$i.e$ .










$\mathrm{b}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}$ ve\iota torial ger
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Deflnition 3.3 $(V, \rho)$ $S$ (U) $V$ $U$
category $\rho \mathrm{o}gij$ : $U_{\mathrm{j}}.\cdot \mathrm{x}Varrow U_{ji}\cross V$;(x, $y$) $\vdash\succ$ ($x,$ $\rho\circ g\dot{\iota}\mathrm{j}$ (x)y), *mRl t
vectorial ge$rbe$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\mathrm{a}$ $\text{ }$
base $Y^{[0]}$
[A], [MS] $Y^{[0]}$
Chem $\mathrm{c}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}_{\text{ }}$ Chern character $(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(gAg^{-1})=$
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(A),$ $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(gAg^{-1})=\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(A)$ well-def.)
$H=U$(y
Example (Spin gerbe[MS]) :
$1arrow \mathbb{Z}_{2}arrow Sp\dot{\mathrm{t}}n(n)arrow SO(n)arrow 1$. (33)
Bockstein :
$\ldotsarrow H1$ $(M, Spin(n))arrow H^{1}(M, SO(n))arrow H^{2}$ ($M$, Z2) $arrow\cdot\cdot$ . (34)
(cocycle) $(g_{1j}.)\in c$“ ( $U_{1j}.,$ SO(n)) spin Stiefel-Whitney
class spin
\nearrow CU(l)- 2cocycle $c:jk=\tilde{g}ijg$\tilde jk $\tilde{g}ki$ gerbe $s(\mathfrak{U}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i})$
gerbe spin gerbe
vectorid gerbe
Theorem 3.4 $Poincare’$-Cartan class $c_{\nu}(A_{M})$ [ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ $\mathbb{R}[[\hslash]]$ -vectorial
gerbe ($Q_{M},$ $\nabla$Q) 1st Chern form $\Omega_{\nu}(*)=\Omega_{\nu}(A_{M})$ ( Poincard- Cartan $fom$
) Poincar\’e$\cdot$Cartan class 1 $\mathbb{R}\prod\hslash\prod$-vectorial gerbe
$(Q_{M}, \nabla^{Q})$ Weyl dgdra module twisted quantum gerbe endowed with twisted
quantum connection
Remark $\Omega_{\nu}(A_{M})$ $l^{\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}}$
Proof $M$ $u=\{U\text{ }\}$ \iota ‘ $6ech$-de Rham double complex
$C^{q}$ (u, $\Lambda_{M}^{\mathrm{p}}$ ) de Rham doubole complex $C^{q}$ (u, $\Lambda_{M}^{\mathrm{p}}\otimes W_{M}$ ) $)$ Ibdosov connection $\nabla^{F}$
$\Lambda_{M}^{\mathrm{p}}\otimes W_{M}$ C$ech$ 2 2
1. $\delta\nabla^{F}\pm\nabla^{F}\delta=0$
2. $p\geq 1$ $\nabla^{F}b=0$ $b\in C^{q}$ (u, A%l\otimes ) $a\in C^{q}(\mathcal{U}, \Lambda_{M}^{\mathrm{p}}\otimes W_{M}))$
$F_{a}$ $=b$
$F$ 2 $Intertw|.nerP$
$F_{=-P^{-1}\delta P}$ $\delta$ $\nabla^{F}$
$\nabla^{F}$ $\delta$






0 $=$ $\nabla^{F}a-\delta^{-1}(\nabla^{F}+\delta)\nabla^{F}a+\delta a-\delta\delta^{-1}(\nabla^{F}+\delta)a$
$=$ $(1-\delta^{-1}(\nabla^{F}+\delta))\nabla^{F}a+\delta(1-\delta^{-1}(\nabla^{F}+\delta))a$










$b$ $a$ (38) $P$
$a=b+\delta^{-1}$ $(\nabla^{F}+\delta)$a, (40)
$\delta^{-1}(\nabla^{F}+\delta)$ $W\ell\cdot degree$ 1 (40)
$P$
$F=-P^{-1}\delta P$ (41)
$ech$ $\mathit{2}$-cocycle $c_{\nu}(A_{M})=\{c_{\text{ }\beta\gamma}\}$ Poin\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ’-Cartan class $\mathrm{A}$ .














$\nabla^{F}$ Fedosov $connect*\cdot on$ $\text{ _{ }}\delta$ $eeh$ coboundary opemtor $W$ (Weyl algebra)




$\nabla$? $(\phi_{a}1_{\alpha}):=\{\nabla_{Z}^{F}+2\pi\sqrt{-1}\xi_{a}(Z)\cdot\}*\phi_{a}$l ’ (45)
$\pi$ : $W_{M}arrow M$ 1 $x\vdash*$ $(x, 1)$
( ) R \hslash ]l-gerbe ( ) vectorial ger
$*$ $*$ $W_{M}|_{\mathrm{p}}$ algebra structure
$\nearrow\backslash \cdot$– $Q_{M}|_{\mathrm{p}}$ We$yl$ algebra $r\dot{/}ght$.mdule structufe [
3.2 Noncommutative Dirac operators





$ei\text{ }j$ +ej i $=-2\delta^{j}|.\hslash$ . (46)
$C\ell-deg(e^{i_{1}}\cdots e1\hslash 1)=k+2l$ . (47)




$\underline{\text{ }_{\overline{7\mathrm{E}}\text{ _{}}^{}\mathit{1}\mathrm{i}_{\text{ }}}.}$




$\Gamma_{\hslash}^{2}=1$ , $\Gamma_{\hslash}v=-v\Gamma_{\hslash}(v\in V^{*})$ . (49)
$l^{\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{o}}}V^{*}[\hslash^{-1}, \hslash]]=V\otimes \mathrm{n}\mathbb{C}[\hslash^{-1}, \hslash]]$
$\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}^{5}P_{\hslash}=\langle\{w^{j}=\frac{1}{2}\{e^{2j-1}-\sqrt{-1}e^{2j}\} : 1\leq j\leq\frac{n}{2}\}\rangle_{\mathbb{C}[\hslash^{-1},\hslash]]}$ [
$S_{\hslash}=\Lambda P_{\hslash}$ , $S_{\hslash}^{\pm}=\Lambda^{\pm}P_{\hslash,}$ (50)
$\langle$




$c_{\hslash}(\overline{w})s$ $=$ $-2^{1/2}\iota_{\hslash}(\overline{w})s=-21/2\hslash$g$(\overline{w}, s)(\overline{w}\in P_{\hslash})$ (52)
$\mathrm{c}_{\hslash}(\hslash)s$ $=$ $\hslash$s (53)
$\Gamma_{\hslash}$
$c_{\hslash}(\Gamma_{\hslash})s$ $=$ $( \frac{-1}{\hslash})^{n/2}((w^{1}\wedge)\iota_{\hslash g}(\overline{w}^{1})-\iota_{\hslash g}(\overline{w}^{1})(w^{1}\wedge))\cdots$ (54)
... . $((w^{n/2}\wedge)\iota n_{\mathit{9}}(\overline{w}^{n/2})-\iota_{\hslash g}(\overline{w}^{n/2})(w^{n/2}\wedge))$.
$\Gamma_{\hslash}|_{\mathrm{A}^{k}P_{\hslash}}=(-1)^{\mathrm{k}}$ (55)
$s_{\hslash}^{\pm}=$ { $\pm 1$ -eigen space of $\Gamma_{\hslash}$ }. (56)
$M$ $\mathcal{E}=Q\text{ }$ \otimes $[\hslash^{-1},\hslash]]S$\hslash (M)
1. : $\nabla^{\mathcal{E}}=\nabla=\nabla^{Q}\otimes 1+1\otimes\nabla^{S}$ $Q$ twisted quantum comection s
Levi-Civita Clifford(Spin) 6
2. Dirac : $D= \sum_{j}c_{\hslash}(e^{i})\nabla_{\mathrm{e}_{i}}^{\mathcal{E}}$ , $c_{\hslash}$ Cliflord
$\{e:\}$ $\{e^{i}\}$
$\hslash$ Riemum $garrow$
$\frac{1}{\hslash}g=g\hslash\}$ ( ) $\text{ }$ Levi-Civita Laplacian Lichnerowicz formula
Proposition 3.7
volume form : $vol_{M}$ $arrow$ $\hslash^{-n/2}vol_{M}$ ,
Christoffel : $\Gamma_{jk}^{1}$
.
$arrow$ $\Gamma_{\hslash jk}^{i}=\Gamma_{\mathrm{j}k}^{i}$ ,
Laplacian : $\Delta$ $arrow$ $\Delta_{\hslash}=\hslash\Delta$ ,
Lichnerowicz formula : $p$ $arrow$ $p_{Q}=\Delta_{\hslash}+V$
$V=\underline{\hslash}_{\frac{f}{4}\mathrm{K}}+c_{\hslash}(\tilde{\Omega}_{M}(\nu))$ $r_{M}$
Proof volume form
$vol_{M}$ $=$ $\det$ ($g:j$ (x))dx
$arrow\hslash^{-n/2}v$olM $=$ $\det$ ( $gj\mathrm{j}$ (x)) $dx$ . (57)
$5P$ $V\otimes \mathrm{n}\mathbb{C}[\hslash^{-1}, \hslash]$l $\mathbb{C}$[$\hslash^{-1},$ $\hslash$B $V$. $\otimes \mathrm{n}V\otimes \mathrm{n}\mathbb{C}[\hslash^{-1},$ $\hslash]$] $=P\oplus\overline{P},g1\mathrm{p}=0$
$\circ T.M$ orthonormal (local) frame $\mathrm{e}=$ ( $\mathrm{e}^{1},$ $\ldots,$ $e$n)’ $S_{\hslash}(M)$ parallel lift \^e
s(\epsilon ) $= \frac{-1}{4}\{v_{jh}e^{1}\mathrm{e}^{h}\cdot$ \^e






{ $\partial$,jgk\sim $+\partial_{x}kgjl-\partial$,l $g_{\mathrm{j}k}$ }
$arrow$rsjk $=$ $\frac{1}{2}(\hslash g^{il})\{\partial,j(\hslash^{-1}g_{hl})+\partial_{x^{k}}(\hslash^{-1}g_{j}\iota)-\partial,\iota(\hslash^{-1}g_{jk})\}$. (58)
[ Laplacian
$arrow\Delta_{\hslash}\Delta$ $==$ $\hslash g^{1j}.(\nabla\dot{.}\epsilon\nabla\epsilon+|j\Gamma\cdot\nabla_{k}^{\mathcal{E}})g^{ij}(\nabla^{\mathcal{E}}\nabla_{\mathrm{j}}^{\mathcal{E}}+\Gamma_{i}^{k}\nabla_{k}^{\mathcal{E}})|i_{j}$ . (59)
Lichnerowicz $\mathrm{B}$ W
3.3




Proposition $.8 ([Mi]) $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}_{\backslash }\text{ }$
$(\partial_{t}+\psi_{Q})p_{\mathrm{t}}=0$ (60)
$p_{t}(x, y)=q_{t}(x, y) \sum_{i=0}^{\infty}t^{1}.\Phi;(x, y)|vol_{M_{y}}|2|\epsilon_{n}1$ (61)
($q\iota$ (x, $y)=(4\pi\hslash t)$
$e1\llcorner \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}_{4}\neq_{\mathrm{t}}^{1\mathrm{L}^{2}}$
:Eucl $id$ heat ker$nd$) En7
$\{\mathcal{E}_{n}\}$ Frichet
Weyl $\mathrm{W}\ell-\deg$ $\hslash$- $\mathrm{C}\ell-\deg$ ( $\nu$ 2
) $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}:=W\ell-\deg+C\ell-\deg$




$q_{t}(\mathrm{x})=(4\pi\hslash t)^{-n/2}e^{-11*11^{2}/4\hslash t}|d\mathrm{x}|^{1/2}$ (63)
8 ( $|d\mathrm{x}|^{1/2}$ half-density( )) $g\hslash$ Riem$ann$
$Proposit|.onS.7$ [
$(\partial_{t}+\Delta_{\hslash}-j_{\hslash}^{1/2}(\Delta_{\hslash}\cdot j_{\hslash}^{-1/2}))q_{t}^{\hslash}=0$ (64)
$j_{\hslash}(\mathrm{x})=\det$ ”(g\hslash ,jj(x)) Dirac $p_{Q}$ 2
$ffl_{Q}$
$\tilde{\hslash}n:\Gamma(C_{M}\otimes S_{\hslash}(M))arrowarrow j_{\hslash}^{1/2}\Gamma(C_{M}\otimes S_{\hslash}(M))(\psi_{Q}(s\cdot j_{\hslash}^{-1’ 2}))$. (65)
(cf. [BGV])








R\Phi 0 $=0$ , (68)
$(\nabla_{\mathcal{R}}+\dot{\iota})\Phi_{i}=-f\tilde{l}_{\hslash}$ . $\Phi_{1-1}$. $(: >0)$ . (69)
$\Phi_{0}=I$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ parallel tmnsform
Cl.
$\iota$
$\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}$ Weyl $W\ell$-d \hslash .
$C\ell\cdot deg$ ( $\nu$ $\hslash$ 2 ) $\deg=W\ell- deg+C\ell- deg$
$\mathcal{E}^{n}=\{a\in \mathcal{E} : \deg a=n\}$ , $\mathcal{E}_{n}=\mathcal{E}/\sum_{t>n}\mathcal{E}$1
$\hslash$ : $\thetaarrow j_{\hslash}^{1/2}((h)^{2}(s\cdot j_{\hslash}^{-1/2}))$
Lichnerowicz formula
$(p_{Q})^{2}= \hslash\nabla^{*}\nabla+c_{\hslash}(\tilde{\Omega}_{M}(\nu))+\frac{\hslash r_{M}}{4}$









twisted quantum connection $\Omega$
:
Proposition 3.9
$\sum(|\alpha|+1)\partial^{\mathrm{Q}}\omega$ i(0) –x\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ! $= \sum\partial^{\alpha}\Omega$($\partial_{h},\partial$l)(0)x$k_{\frac{x^{a}}{\alpha!}}$ . (70)
Proof cf. $[SaJ$.
$\sim \mathrm{C}$
$t_{i} \omega i(0)=-\frac{1}{2}\Omega$( $\partial$i, $\partial$j)(0), $\partial p)$j $\omega i=\frac{1}{3}\partial_{\ell}\Omega$( $\partial_{j}$ , $\partial$i)(0)(71)
[ Taylor expansion }
$\omega_{1}.(x)$
$- \frac{1}{2}\sum_{j}$
$R^{S\dot{\mu}n}$ (\partial i, $\partial \mathrm{j}$ ) $x^{j}- \frac{1}{2}\sum$jF( i, $j$ )$Xj+ \sum O_{ih\ell}([x|^{2})e$k $e\ell$ $+ \sum O_{i}(|x|)$
$=$ $- \frac{1}{8}\sum_{k\ell}g(R^{LG}(\partial_{h\prime}\partial_{\ell})\partial_{1}.$ ’ $\sum_{j}x^{j}\partial_{\mathrm{j}})e_{k}e_{l}$
$- \frac{1}{2}\sum_{j}F(\partial_{j}, \partial_{\mathrm{j}})x^{j}+\sum O:k\ell(|x|^{2})e_{k}e\ell+\sum o_{:}(|x|)$ (72)
9 Schr\"odinger
$[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}]_{\text{ }}$ [Lel [BGV]
$R^{l}\mathrm{p}\cdot.n$ (resp. $R^{LC}$ ) spin (resp. Levi-Civita) connection F=\Omega ,(AM)
$O$ (r) Landau’s symbol.
$j$ (x) $=$ $\partial:-\frac{1}{8}\sum_{k\ell}g(R^{LC}(\partial_{k}, \partial_{\ell})\partial:,$ $\sum_{j}x^{j}\partial_{\mathrm{j}})e_{k}e\ell$
$- \frac{1}{2}\sum_{j}F(\partial:, \partial_{j})x^{j}+\sum O:k\ell(|x|^{2})e_{k}e\ell+\sum O_{j}(|x|)$ . (73)
2. Proposition 3.8 (conformml rescaling)
conformal rescaling (resp. ) $u$ (resp. $u^{-1}$ ) (resp.
) $u^{1}2$ (resp. $u^{=_{2}1}$ ) Heat
hmel $k_{\hslash}(t, \mathrm{x})$ $V^{*}$ [$\hslash^{-1}$ , hl\otimes [\hslash -l,F!]] $End_{G\ell_{\hslash}}(Q_{M}\otimes Sn(M))\otimes$ “$\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ bundle”-
conformal rescaling $t,$ $\mathrm{x}$ $dx$ “density
bundle”
Deflnition 3.10
$\alpha\in C^{\infty}(\mathbb{R}_{+}\mathrm{x}U$ ; $\Lambda V^{\mathrm{r}}[\hslash^{-1}, \hslash]]\otimes_{\mathbb{C}[,\hslash]]G\ell_{\hslash}}\hslash^{-1End}(Q_{M}\otimes S_{\hslash}(M)\otimes|\Omega|^{\}})$ )
$\delta_{u}$ (\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$})
$r_{\hslash}(t, u, \mathrm{x})=(\delta_{\mathrm{u}}(\alpha))(t,\mathrm{x})=u^{n/2}\sum_{i=0}^{n}u^{-:/2}\alpha(ut, u^{1/2}\mathrm{x})1j]$
$\alpha \mathfrak{l}^{j}1$
$\alpha$
$\mathrm{i}$ th-differential form $l^{\mathrm{a}}$ $u^{n/2}$ $l^{\mathrm{a}}$ lldensity bundle”
$\alpha$ $V^{*}[\hslash^{-1}$ , \hslash$]$ ]\otimes [\hslash -1$811 $End_{C\ell_{\hslash}}$ ( $Q\text{ }\otimes S_{\hslash}(M)$ - Euclid heat
kemel $q_{t}(\mathrm{x})=(4\pi\hslash t)^{-n/2}e^{-||\mathrm{x}|1^{2}/4\hslash \mathfrak{k}}|d\mathrm{x}|^{1/2}$, conform$al$ rescaling invaria $nt$ 1
Proposition 3.8 rescaled heat equation i











Proposition 3.11 $\nabla_{i}^{u}:=u^{1}2\delta$u $\nabla.\cdot\delta_{u}^{-1}$
$ju$







$- \frac{1}{8}\sum_{k\ell}g(R^{LG}(\partial_{k,}\partial_{\ell})\partial,$ $\sum_{\mathrm{j}}x^{j}\partial_{j)}\cdot(e_{k}\wedge-u^{1}\iota_{\mathrm{e}_{k}})(ep\wedge-u1\sim \mathrm{e}$0
-i $\sum_{j}F(\partial:, \partial_{\mathrm{j}})(u:x)$
$+u \mathrm{g}\sum f_{1k}.\ell(u^{1}\mathrm{a}x)(e_{k}\wedge-$u1\sim ,) $(e_{\ell}\wedge-u1\sim\Leftrightarrow\ell)+u\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} gi(u^{*}x)$
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$uarrow 0$ :
$\partial i-\frac{1}{8}\sum_{k\mathit{1}}g$ ($R^{LG}$ ( $\partial_{k,}\partial$p) $\partial$i, $\partial_{j}$) $ek \wedge e\ell\wedge=\partial i-\frac{1}{4}\sum_{*j}.R_{ij}x^{j}$ (75)
where $R_{:j}:= \sum_{hZ}g$ ($R^{LC}$ ( $k$ , $\partial\ell$) $\partial_{i},$ $\partial$j) $e_{k}\wedge e\ell\wedge$
conformml res\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ng :









.$)^{2}|+ \sum F(e:, e_{j})(u\#\mathrm{x})(e_{k}\wedge-u\iota_{\mathrm{e}_{k}})(e_{\ell}\wedge-u\iota_{\mathrm{e}p})$
$\frac{u}{4}\kappa(u^{*}x)+\hslash u^{*}\nabla_{\nabla_{\circ;}}^{u}$
$\mathrm{e}$ : (76)
$- \hslash\sum_{:}(\nabla 7)2+\sum(\Omega_{\mu}(A_{M})(e:,e\mathrm{j})(u^{*_{\mathrm{X}))(e_{k}\wedge}}-u\sim \mathrm{e}’)$ ( $e\ell\wedge- u\sim \mathrm{e}$p)
(77)
$uarrow 0\ Pro\mathrm{p}.3.11arrow$ $- \hslash\sum(\partial_{i}-\frac{1}{4}\sum R_{ij}^{LG}\mathrm{x}^{j})^{2}+\sum\Omega_{\mu}(A_{M})(e:,e\mathrm{j})e_{h}\wedge e\ell\wedge$
3rd, 4th, 5th terms $\mathrm{V}3^{0}0$ (78)
$1/\hslash$
(79)( $\frac{\partial}{\hslash\partial t}-\sum_{i}(\partial_{1}$. $- \frac{1}{4}\sum_{j}R_{*\mathrm{j}}.\mathrm{x}_{\mathrm{j}})^{2}+\frac{\Omega_{\nu}(A_{M})}{\hslash}$) $p_{t}(\mathrm{x})=0$
T
$(4 \pi t)\overline{.}\tau^{n}\det(\frac{tR/2}{\sinh(tR/2)})\mathrm{x}\exp(-\frac{1}{4t}\langle \mathrm{x}|\frac{tR}{2}\coth(\frac{tR}{2})|$x) -t $\Omega$,(AM)).
:
Propositlon $.181. conform$al$ resealing $\delta$(u)
:
$(u\delta_{6}\parallel_{Q}\delta_{\overline{u}}^{1})^{2}arrow-$ . $\hslash(\partial_{i}-\frac{1}{4}\sum_{j}R_{j}.\mathrm{x}_{j})^{2}+\Omega_{\nu}(A_{M})$
as $uarrow 0$ .
2. $\mathrm{h}.\mathrm{m}_{uarrow 0}$ $(u\delta_{u}fflQ\delta_{u}^{-1})^{2}$ heat kernel $r_{\hslash}(t, u, \mathrm{x})$ } :




(1) [BGV] 2 $\mathrm{x}2$
Star exponential function of quadratic
form [OMMY2] Appen ces
(2) (quantized) Mehler’s formula
(3) $\check{}$ Clifford i.e. Grassmum A








bi arimt cydic theory $C^{\cdot}$-algebra $\mathrm{K}$-theory
homotopy diflotopy
(p.66 [CST]) bivariant $\mathrm{K}$-theory bivariant cyclic theory Connes’
Chem character ([Cu], [CQ]) $\mathrm{K}$-theory
([Ph], [CST])
$\mathbb{C}[a, b]$ $C^{\infty}$-function Fr\’echet $*$-algebra $\mathbb{C}(a, b)$
$\mathbb{C}[a, b]$ $F$ R\’echet*-algebra
$\mathcal{F}$ $I$ $FI:=F\otimes \mathbb{C}\wedge$I
$\kappa$ $=$ $‘|\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ compact $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}^{n}$
$=$
$\{[a.\cdot j]:,j\in \mathrm{N}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{N}|a_{ij}\in \mathbb{C},\forall n\in \mathrm{N};p_{n}([a:j]):=\sum_{j}.\cdot|1$
$+i+j|^{n}|a_{ij}|<\infty\}$ (80)
$\underline{\simeq}$ $S(\mathbb{R})$ .
rapidly decr sing matrix algebra Fourier
tramform R\’echet*-algebra
Deflnition 3.14 $\dot{\mathrm{x}}$ conhnuous homomorphism $\rho 0,$ $\rho 1$ : $Aarrow B\mathrm{t}^{\underline{r},}\supset\iota^{\mathrm{a}}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}conhnuous homomor-
phism $\beta t,$ $t$ \in $[0,1]$ $\rho:=\rho_{1}$. $(i=0.1)$ $a\in A$ $t\vdash*\rho$‘(a)
$\rho_{0}$ $\rho_{1}$ diffotopic conhnuous $homomorphism\rho$ :
$A\otimes C^{\infty}([0,1])arrow B$ $\rho(x)(0)=\rho 0(x)$ $\rho(x)(1)=\beta 1$ (x)




Deflnition 3.15 ( $\mathrm{K}$-group )
$Ko(F)$ $=$ $\{[e]|e$ is an idempotent $element\in M_{2}((\mathcal{K}\otimes F)^{\sim})\wedge$ , (81)
such that $e-e_{0}\in M_{2}(\mathcal{K}\otimes F)\}\wedge$ ,




$\otimes\wedge$ completion of algebmic tensor product .
R\‘echet*-algebra
(stability) (continuity) $($diffotopy $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\dot{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e})_{\backslash }$ 6-tem $\mathrm{e}$xact $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}_{\text{ }}$
Bott perio city
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1. stability: $R’.(A)\cong K_{*}(A\mathrm{x}\mathcal{K})$ ,
2. continuity: $\{A_{i}\}$ Fr\’echet $*$-algebra $K_{\mathrm{r}}( \lim_{arrow}A_{i})\cong\lim_{arrow}K_{*}(A:)$ ,
3. diffotopy invariance: $\rho_{0}$ $\beta 1$ ffotopic $\mathrm{K}$-group $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\rho_{0*},$ $\rho$1.





$K_{1}(A/\mathrm{I})$ & $K_{1}$ (A) $arrow^{i}$ $K_{1}(\mathrm{I})$
5. Bott periodicity: $K_{1}.(A)\underline{\simeq}K_{1}.(A\otimes C_{0}(\mathbb{R}^{2}))$ , $(i=0,1)$
6. strongly Morita equivalence: $\mathrm{K}$-theory induce
[Ph]
Proposition 3.16 $A:unitalC^{*}- algebra^{d\mathrm{e}n\ell \mathrm{e}}\supset A$ $unital*$-algebra, hdomorphieally closed, $K_{0}(A)\underline{\simeq}$
(A)
&edholm cr- gebra
$\mathcal{K}_{\text{ }}$ Bounded operator $C^{\cdot}$-algebra $B_{\text{ }}Q=B/\kappa$ Calkin algebra Atkinson }
operator $T$ Redholm Calkin algebla $[T]$ $Q$
$K_{1}$ (Q)( ) $p(T)$

















$\tilde{\mathcal{K}}=\{k$ $\in$ End $\Gamma(Q_{M}\otimes S_{\hslash}(M))$ :
$\mathcal{E}_{n}$ }
$D_{\hslash}^{2}$ $\kappa$
$C^{*}$ -mlgebra ( densely $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}*$-algebra)

















$A=\{\{\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array}\}\in C_{0}(\mathbb{R})\otimes M_{2}$(C)|a, $d:ev,$ $b,$ $c$ : $odd\}$
$\hat{e}_{x}-e_{0}R_{0}(A)$ $rightarrow\underline{\simeq}$ $K_{0}(C_{0}\mathbb{R})*\mathbb{Z}_{2})e_{x}-e_{0}$ $rightarrow\underline{\simeq}$ $1\mathbb{Z}$
, (86)
($\mathrm{H}1,\text{ }\hat{e}_{f}=\{\begin{array}{lll}1- \varphi \psi\psi \varphi\end{array}\},$ $e$x $:=[\neg 1+=_{\mathrm{g}}^{1}1+ax$ $\neg 1\mp_{x^{2}}^{\mathrm{a}_{7}}1\varpi+ae],$ $e_{0}=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 00 1\end{array}\}$ , $\varphi$ : $ev,$ $0\leq\varphi(x)\leq 1,$ $\varphi(0)=$








Deflnition 3.21 ( cocycle cohomology) $(F, \cdot)$ [ F\succ \’echet*-algebra
$F$ (k-l-1)- $\phi$
$\phi$(a0, $\cdot$ .., $a_{k}$ ) $=$ $(-1)^{k}\phi(a_{1}, \cdots, a_{k},a\mathrm{o})$
cyclic $k$ -cochain cyclic $k$ -cochain $C_{\lambda}^{k}$ (F) Hochschdd
coboundary opemtor $b$ : $C_{\lambda}^{k}(F)arrow C_{\lambda}^{k+1}$ (F)
$(b \phi)(a0, \cdots,a_{k+1})=\sum_{j\approx 0}^{k}(-1)j\emptyset$((a0, $\cdot$ .., $a_{j}\cdot a_{\mathrm{j}+1,}\cdots$ $a_{k+1}$ ) (87)
$+(-1)k+1\emptyset(ak+1, a_{0}, \cdots a_{h})$
b2=0 [ ( $C_{\lambda}^{k}$ (F), $b$) cochain complex [
$Z_{\lambda}^{k}(F)=\{a\in C_{\lambda}^{k}(F)|b\phi=0\}$
cydic $k$ -eocycle ( $C_{\lambda}^{k}$ (F), $b$) eohomology $H_{\lambda}^{\mathrm{r}}(F)$ (or $HC^{*}(F)$ )
$F$ cychc cohomoloqy
$\mathrm{K}$-theory
Definition 3.22 $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\in Z_{\lambda}^{0}(M_{n}$ (C) $)$
$H_{\lambda}^{k}(F)$ $arrow$ $H_{\lambda}^{k}(M_{n}(\mathscr{F}))$ (88)
$\phi$ $\vdash$’ $\phi$#tL
$( \emptyset\#\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r})(a0, \cdots, a_{k})=\sum_{\mathrm{j}_{0}\ldots.,j_{k}}\phi(a_{0,j_{0}j_{1}}, a_{1,j_{1}j_{2}}, \cdots, a_{k,j_{k}j_{0}})$
, (89)
$aj,\mathrm{p}q$
$a_{i}\in M_{n}$ (F) ($p$ , q).
D flnition 3.23 $[\mathrm{e}]\in K0(F),$ $[\phi]\in H_{\lambda}^{2n}$(F)
$\langle$ [e], $[\phi]\}=(2\pi i)^{-n}(n!)^{-n}(\emptyset\#\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r})(e, \cdots,e)$
O (pairing) Q
pairing
10V‘ ‘ Bott $\mathrm{n}$ $\mathrm{I}$ a
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Deflnition 3.24
$Ind_{\tau}(p_{Q}.)=\langle Indpq,$ $\tau$), $(\tau\in HC^{9}(\tilde{\mathcal{K}}))$ .
Propositions 3.7, 3.8, 3.12
“Theorem”
1. $p_{Q}^{2}$
2. $\phi Q$ Lichnerowicz formula
3. $p_{Q}$ Mckean-Singer Lemma
[ \exists \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}: $\forall[*]:\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}_{\text{ }}\exists\parallel Q$ :Dirac operator detecting $e([*])$ . i.e.
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{d}_{\tau}(pq)=\langle\hat{A}$(M)e0$\nu(\cdot),$ $[M])$ . (90)
4 Appendices
4.1 $\mathrm{A}:\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ exponential functions
Weyl algebra $W_{\hslash}$ $\mathbb{C}$ $z_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $z$m’ $z_{m+1},$ $\cdots,z_{2m}$
$z_{j}*z_{j}-z_{\mathrm{j}}*z_{1}.(=[z:,z_{j}]_{\mathrm{r}})=\nu J^{j}|.,$ $(\nu=i\hslash)$ (91)
$J$ $2m\mathrm{x}2m$ : $J=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 -I_{m}I_{n} 0\end{array}\}$ $\hslash$
$[a, b]=a*b$ -b*a $W_{\hslash}$ $*$ $\mathrm{z}=$ ( $z_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $z$m’ $z_{m+1}$ , $\cdots$ , $z_{2m}$ ) $W_{\hslash}$ [
normml ordering, the anti-normml ordering Weyl ordering
symmetric complex $2m\mathrm{x}2m$ matrix K=(K0) $\Gamma=(\Gamma^{jj})=(K^{ij}+J^{:j})$
$f( \mathrm{z})*Kg(\mathrm{z})=f\exp\{\frac{\nu}{2}(\sum_{j\prime-1}^{2m}.\cdot t_{l_{*}}.\mathrm{r}^{:j}\vec{\partial_{z_{j}}})\}g$, (92)
(92) $f,g\in \mathbb{C}[\mathrm{z}]$ well-defined $\mathbb{C}[\mathrm{z}]=$
$\mathbb{C}$[$z_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $z$2m]. (92)
$z:*_{K}z_{j}-\mathit{2}j*K\mathit{2}i(=[z:,z_{j}]_{\mathrm{r}_{K}})=\nu$J
$j$j, (93)
Weyl algebra $W_{\hslash}$ (91)
$*$
Proposition complex symmetric $2m\mathrm{x}2m$ matrix K $(\mathbb{C}[\mathrm{z}], *K)$ $W_{\hslash}$
4.1.1 $e_{*}^{tA.(\mathrm{r})}$ via K-Ordering
$A\in Sym$(2m, $\mathbb{C}$) $A$[z] symmetric qumlratic function
$A[ \mathrm{z}]=\sum_{i,j\cdot 1}^{2m}A_{ij}z_{i}z_{j}$ . (94)
$\mathbb{C}^{\mathrm{X}}=\mathbb{C}-\{0\}$ $F$ :






$A_{\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{J}\zeta}}(\mathrm{z})=A[\mathrm{z}]+\nu \mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}KA$ . (97)
$A\in Sym$(2m, $\mathbb{C}$) 2 $A.(\mathrm{z})$ $K$-ordering star exponential
ctions 4 $F_{K}(t)=e_{u_{K}}^{A_{K}(}$. \tilde )
$\{$
$\partial_{l}F_{K}(t)=A_{*\kappa}(\mathrm{z})*_{K}F_{K}(t)$ ,
$F$K $(0)=1$ . (98)
(92) (96) (98)
$F_{K}(t)=g_{K}(t)\exp Q_{K}(t)[\mathrm{z}]$ , where $Q_{K}(t)[\mathrm{z}]\in 5ym(2m,\mathbb{C})$ , (99)
(98) $g_{K}$ (t) $Q_{K}$ (t)[z]
Theorem (98) $F_{K}(t)\in F$ :
$F_{K}(t)=g_{K}(t)\exp Qx(t)[\mathrm{z}]$, (100)
$Q_{K}(t)= \frac{-J}{\hslash}(\tan(-ti\nu JA))\cdot(I-iK\tan(-tj\nu JA))^{-1}$ (101)
$g_{I}\epsilon(t)=(\det(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\epsilon(-t*\cdot\nu JA)-*\cdot K\sin(-t\dot{\iota}\nu JA)))^{-}$’2(102)
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